ENTER FOR DEMOGRAPHIC & SOCIAL ANALYSIS

2019 WINTER SEMINAR SERIES

Mara Yerkes, Associate Professor Interdisciplinary Social Sciences, Utrecht University with Belinda Hewitt, Honorary Associate Professor, University of Queensland, Australia
Part-time work strategies of women and men of childbearing age in the Netherlands and Australia
Tuesday, January 15, 2019 - 12:30 - 1:30 p.m. – SSPB Room 4250

Dan Stokols, Chancellor's Professor Emeritus, Social Ecology, UC Irvine
Making your team science successful: Contextual influences on cross-disciplinary collaboration
Tuesday, January 29, 2019 - 12:30 - 1:30 p.m. – SSPB Room 4250

Andrew Noymer, Associate Professor, Public Health, UC Irvine with Stephanie Torres, Student, UC Irvine
Measles mortality in the United States, 1890–2016: Why did deaths decline before the vaccine?
Tuesday, February 5, 2019 - 12:30 - 1:30 p.m. – SSPB Room 4250

Annie Ro, Assistant Professor of Public Health, UC Irvine with Judith Treas, Distinguished Professor of Sociology, UC Irvine and Anna Penner, PhD Student of Sociology, UC Irvine
Grad student professional socialization: Getting an assistant professor job
Tuesday, February 12, 2019 - 12:30 - 1:30 p.m. – SSPB Room 4250

Michael Gaddis, Assistant Professor of Sociology, UCLA
A field experiment on signaling and stigmatizing effects of educational credentials
Tuesday, February 19, 2019 - 12:30 - 1:30 p.m. – SSPB Room 4250

Bryan Sykes, Assistant Professor, Criminology, Law & Society, UC Irvine with Anjuli C. Verma, Black Hawk Hancock & Justin L. Sola
Case-to-case transfer as a logic in mixed-methods research
Tuesday, February 26, 2019 - 12:30 - 1:30 p.m. – SSPB Room 4250

Light lunch to early arrivals